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Name.or.Title of Policy/Project and Reference Number (if available): 

Revalidation of Incident Command: Implementation project 
Purpose of Policy/Project: 

This project will deliver the imr:>lementation of a process for the revalidation of incident command 
within LFB that will provide organisational assurance that officers are performing incident command 

at the required level. It will also provide a an auditable trail of incident command practice and 

development, and encourages continuous improvement through the uptake of professional 

development opportunities. 

What are the potentially negative impacts or 
Have any opportunities for improvement or reducing 

benefits against the .6 areas of LFB's 
negative impacts been identified? 

sustainability framework? . 
Equalities and None 
Social Inclusion None 

Climate None None 
Change 

Environment & None None 
Its Resources 

Community None None 
Safety 

Risk reduction- This process Operational Competency-Introduction of a process to 

introduces an additional assure the competency of incident commanders, and to 

control measure for CRR1, actively encourage the uptake of associated development 

Health, Safety and would be expected to opportunities, improving the skill of commanders and 

& Wellbeing reduce the likelihood of this improving incident command performance. This will 

corporate risk occurring. ultimately provide organisational assurance that command 

performance is at the required level, and will reduce the risk 

of CRR1 occurring. 

Economic None None 
Sustainability 
What evidence or information has helped to indicate what the potential impacts will be? Did you seek any 
further advice or guidance from any internal or external sources, and if so how have they contributed? 
CFOA report "The Future of Incident Command" ) rei{~ 
National Operational Guidance for Incident Command 
How will any changes be implemented? 
Changes associated with the revalidation process will be implemented through a cross-directorate 
implementation working group, ensuring that all potential negative or positive impacts are fully considered 
prior to a change being introduced. 
Is a Procurement to take place as part of the policy/project? 
No 
Contact 

To be completed by the Sustainable Development Team 
Date Approved* I For policies on'v 
Sustainable Development Team Comments 
Legal Compliance e.g. waste transfer notes must be provided by the contractor on collection and filed 

locally, email copies to the environment in box 
EMS Aspects 
General Comments 

Review 
Is a review of this SD lA required? Yes/No 
If yes, detail: e.g. policy review date or start of project delive1y phase to confirm environmental/ega! compliance 
requirements 
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